We propose a simple method for extracting pseudo-parallel monolingual sentence pairs from comparable corpora representative of two different author styles, such as scientific papers and Wikipedia articles. Our approach is to first hierarchically search for nearest document neighbours and then for sentences therein. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method through automatic and extrinsic evaluation on two tasks: text simplification from Wikipedia to Simple Wikipedia and style transfer from scientific journal articles to press releases. We show that pseudo-parallel sentences extracted with our method not only improve existing parallel data, but can even lead to competitive performance on their own.
Introduction
Parallel corpora are indispensable resources for advancing monolingual and multilingual text rewriting tasks. Due to the scarce availability of parallel corpora, and the cost of manual creation, a number of methods have been proposed that can perform large-scale sentence alignment: automatic extraction of pseudo-parallel sentence pairs from raw, comparable 1 corpora. While pseudoparallel data is beneficial for machine translation (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005; Marie and Fujita, 2017) , there has been little work on largescale sentence alignment for monolingual text-totext rewriting tasks, such as simplification (Nisioi et al., 2017) or style transfer (Liu et al., 2016) . The lack of parallel data has impeded the application of data-driven methods on these tasks.
In this paper, we propose a simple unsupervised method, Large-scale Hierarchical Alignment (LHA) (Figure 1; Section 3) , for extracting pseudo-parallel sentence pairs from two raw 1 Corpora that contain documents on similar topics. monolingual corpora which contain documents that are representative of two different author styles, such as scientific papers and press releases. LHA hierarchically searches for document and sentence nearest neighbors within the two corpora, extracting sentence pairs that have high semantic similarity, yet preserve the stylistic characteristics representative of their original datasets. LHA is robust to noise and is fast and memory efficient, enabling its application to datasets on the order of hundreds of millions of sentences. Its generality makes it relevant to a wide range of monolingual text rewriting tasks in NLP.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of LHA on automatic benchmarks for alignment (Section 4), as well as extrinsically, by training neural machine translation (NMT) systems on two style transfer tasks: text simplification from Wikipedia to the Simple Wikipedia (Section 5.2) and style transfer from scientific journal articles to press releases (Section 5.3). We show that pseudo-parallel datasets obtained by LHA are not only useful for augmenting existing parallel data, boosting the performance on automatic measures, but can even be useful on their own where no parallel data is arXiv:1810.08237v1 [cs.CL] 18 Oct 2018 available.
Background 2.1 Style transfer
The goal of style transfer is to transform an input text to satisfy specific stylistic constraints, such as text simplicity (Nisioi et al., 2017) or a more general author style, such as political (e.g. democratic to republican) or gender (e.g. male to female) (Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2017) . Style transfer systems can be valuable when preparing a text for multiple audiences, such as simplification for language learners (Siddharthan, 2002) or people with reading disabilities (Inui et al., 2003) . They can also be used to improve the accessibility of technical documents, e.g. to simplify terms in clinical records for laymen (Kandula et al., 2010; Abrahamsson et al., 2014) .
Style transfer can be cast as a data-driven text-to-text rewriting task, where transformations are learned using large collections of parallel sentences. Limited availability of high-quality parallel data is a major bottleneck for this approach. Recent work on Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia (Coster and Kauchak, 2011; Kajiwara and Komachi, 2016 ) and on the Newsela dataset of simplified news articles for children (Xu et al., 2015) explore supervised, data-driven approaches to text simplification. Such approaches typically rely on statistical (Xu et al., 2016) or neural (Štajner and Nisioi, 2018) machine translation.
Other work has started to investigate unsupervised style transfer, without parallel corpora, but using variational (Fu et al., 2017) or cross-aligned (Shen et al., 2017) autoencoders to learn latent representations of content separate from style. In (Prabhumoye et al., 2018) , authors model style transfer as a back-translation task by translating input sentences into an intermediate language.
They use the translations to train separate English decoders for each target style by combining the decoder loss with the loss of a style classifier, separately trained to distinguish between the target styles.
Sentence alignment
The goal of sentence alignment is to extract from raw corpora sentence pairs suitable as training examples for text-to-text rewriting tasks such as machine translation or text simplification. When the documents in the corpora are parallel (labelled document pairs, such as identical articles in two languages), the task is to identify suitable sentence pairs from each document. This problem has been extensively studied both in the multilingual (Brown et al., 1991; Moore, 2002) and monolingual (Hwang et al., 2015; Kajiwara and Komachi, 2016; Štajner et al., 2018) case. The limited availability of parallel corpora led to the development of large-scale sentence alignment methods, which is the focus of this work. The aim there is to extract pseudo-parallel sentence pairs from within raw, non-aligned corpora. Potentially, millions of examples for any task occur naturally within existing textual resources, amply available on the internet.
The majority of previous work on large-scale sentence alignment is in machine translation, where adding pseudo-parallel pairs to an existing parallel dataset has been shown to boost the translation performance (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005; Uszkoreit et al., 2010) . The work that is most closely related to ours is (Marie and Fujita, 2017) , which relies on nearest neighbour search of word and sentence embeddings trained on target translation languages. The authors extract a large set of rough sentence pairs from all sentences in the datasets, without relying on document-level information. They then filter the rough pairs using a classifier trained on parallel translation data, abundantly available for many language pairs. More recently, (Grégoire and Langlais, 2018 ) use a Siamese Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) classifier, trained to detect valid from non-valid translation sentence pairs. The need for some parallel data limits the application of such approaches in settings in which there is only scarce parallel data available, for example for author style transfer from scientific papers to press releases.
There is little work on large-scale sentence alignment focusing on monolingual tasks. In (Barzilay and Elhadad, 2003) , authors develop a hierarchical alignment approach which first clusters paragraphs on similar topics, before performing alignment on the sentence level. They argue that, for monolingual data, pre-clustering of larger textual units is more robust to noise compared to sentence matching applied directly on the dataset level.
3 Large-scale hierarchical alignment (LHA)
Given two datasets which contain comparable documents written in two different author styles: a source dataset S d consisting of N S documents S d = {s d 1 , ..., s d N S } (e.g. all Wikipedia articles) and a target dataset T d consisting of N T documents T d = {t d 1 , ..., t d N T } (e.g. all articles from the Simple Wikipedia), our approach to large-scale monolingual alignment is hierarchical, consisting of two consecutive steps: document alignment followed by sentence alignment (see Figure 1 ).
Document alignment
For each source document s d i , document alignment retrieves K nearest neighbours {t d i 1 , ..., t d i K } from the target dataset, which form pseudo-parallel document pairs as
The aim is to select document pairs across the datasets that have high semantic similarity, and thus potentially contain good pseudo-parallel sentence pairs representative of the document styles of each dataset.
To find nearest neighbours, we rely on two components: document embedding and approximate nearest neighbour search methods. For each dataset, we pre-compute document embeddings e d () as I s = [e d (s d 1 ), ..., e d (s d N S )] and I t = [e d (t d 1 ), ..., e d (t d N T )]. We employ nearest neighbour search methods 2 to partition the embedding space, enabling fast and efficient nearest neighbour retrieval of similar documents across I s and I t . This enables us to find K nearest target document embeddings in I t for each source embedding in I s . We additionally filter any document pairs whose similarity is below a manually selected threshold θ d . In Section 4, we evaluate a range of different document embedding approaches, as well as alternative similarity metrics.
Sentence alignment
Given a pseudo-parallel document pair (s d , t d ) that contains a source document s d = {s s 1 , ..., s s N J } consisting of N J sentences and a target document t d = {t s 1 , ..., t s N M } consisting of N M sentences, sentence alignment extracts pseudo-parallel sentence pairs (s s i , t s j ) that are highly similar.
To implement sentence alignment, we first embed each sentence in s d and t d and compute an inter-sentence similarity matrix P among all sentence pairs in s d and t d . From P we extract K nearest neighbours for each source and each target sentence. For example, the nearest neighbours of s s i may be N N (
We remove all sentence pairs with similarity below a manually set threshold θ s . We then merge all overlapping sets of nearest sentences in the documents to produce pseudoparallel sentence sets (e.g. ({s s e , s s i }, {t s j , t s k , t s l }) when source sentence i is closes to target sentences j, k, and l and target sentence j is closest to source sentences e and i). This approach, inspired from (Štajner et al., 2018) , gives our framework the flexibility to model multi-sentence interactions, such as sentence splitting or compression, as well as individual sentence-to-sentence reformulations. Note that when K = 1, we only retrieve individual sentence pairs.
The final output of sentence alignment is a list of pseudo-parallel sentence pairs that have high semantic similarity, yet preserve the stylistic characteristics of each of their original datasets. The pseudo-parallel pairs can be used to either augment an existing parallel dataset (as in Section 5.2), or independently, to solve a new author style transfer task for which there is no parallel data available (as in Section 5.3).
System variants
The aforementioned framework gives us the flexibility to explore diverse variants, by exchanging document/sentence embeddings or textual similiarity metrics. We compare all variants in an automatic evaluation in Section 4.
Text embeddings We experiment with three text embedding methods. Avg, is the average of the constituent word embeddings of a text 3 , a simple approach that has proved to be a strong baseline for many text similarity tasks. In Sent2Vec 4 (Pagliardini et al., 2017) , the sentence words are specifically optimized towards additive combination over the sentence, using an unsupervised objective function. This approach performed well on many unsupervised and supervised text similarity tasks, often outperforming more sophisticated su-pervised recurrent or convolutional architectures, while remaining very fast to compute. InferSent 5 (Conneau et al., 2017) is a more sophisticated supervised embedding approach based on bidirectional LSTMs, trained on natural language inference data.
Word similarity
We additionally test four wordbased approaches for computing text similarity. Those can be used either on their own, or to refine the nearest neighbour search across documents or sentences. 1) We use the string overlap o(x, y) = |{y}∩{x}| |{y}| between source tokens x and target tokens y (excluding punctuation, numbers and stopwords). 2) We use the BM25 ranking function (Robertson et al., 2009) , an extension of TF-IDF.
3) We use Word Mover's Distance (WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015) , which measures the distance the embedded words of one document need to travel to reach the embedded words of another document. WMD has recently achieved good results on text retrieval (Kusner et al., 2015) and sentence alignment (Kajiwara and Komachi, 2016) . 4) We use the Relaxed Word Mover's Distance (RWMD) (Kusner et al., 2015) , which is a fast approximation of the WMD.
Automatic evaluation on Wikipedia
We perform an automatic evaluation of LHA using an annotated dataset for sentence alignment (Hwang et al., 2015) . The dataset contains 46 article pairs from Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia. The 67k potential sentence pairs in the dataset were manually labelled as either good simplifications (277 pairs), good with a partial overlap (281 pairs), partial or non-valid. We perform three comparisons using this dataset: evaluating document and sentence alignment separately, as well as jointly.
For sentence alignment, the task is to retrieve the 277 good sentence pairs out of the 67k possible sentence pairs in total, while minimizing the number of false positives. To evaluate document alignment, we add 1000 randomly sampled articles from Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia as noise, resulting in 1046 article pairs in total. The goal of document alignment is to identify the original 46 document pairs out of 1046×1046 possible document combinations.
This set-up additionally enables us to jointly 5 We use the GloVe-based model provided by the authors. evaluate document and sentence alignment, which best resembles the target effort of retrieving good sentence pairs from noisy documents. The two aims of the joint alignment task are to identify the good sentence pairs from within either 1M document pairs or 125M sentence pairs, without relying on any document-level information whatsoever.
Results
Our results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . For all experiments, we set K = 1 and report the maximum F1 score (F1 max ) obtained from varying the document threshold θ d and the sentence threshold θ s . We also report the percentage of true positive (TP) document or sentence pairs that were retrieved when the F1 score was at its maximum, as well as the average speed of each approach.
On document alignment, (Table 1 , left) the Sent2Vec approach achieved the best score, outperforming the other embedding methods, as well as the word-based similarity measures. On sentence alignment (Table 1 , right), the WMD achieves the best performance, matching the result from (Kajiwara and Komachi, 2016). When evaluating document and sentence alignment jointly (Table  2) , we compare our hierarchical approach (LHA) to global alignment applied directly on the sentence level (Global). Global computes the similarities between all 125M sentence pairs in the entire evaluation dataset. LHA significantly outperforms Global, successfully retrieving three times more valid sentence pairs, while remaining fast to compute. This result demonstrates that document alignment is beneficial, successfully filtering some of the noise, while also reducing the overall number of sentence similarities to be computed.
The Sent2Vec approach to LHA achieves good performance on both document and sentence alignment, while being the fastest. We therefore use it as the default approach for the following experiments on style transfer.
Style transfer experiments
To test the suitability of pseudo-parallel data extracted with LHA, we perform empirical experiments on two author style transfer tasks: text simplification from the normal Wikipedia to the Simple Wikipedia and style transfer from scientific papers to press releases. We choose text simplifica- tion because some parallel data are already available for this task, allowing us to experiment with mixing parallel and pseudo-parallel datasets. The second style transfer task is novel: there is currently no parallel data available for it. We compare the performance of neural machine translation (NMT) systems trained under three different scenarios: 1) using existing parallel data for training; 2) using a mixture of parallel and pseudo-parallel data extracted with LHA; and 3) using pseudo-parallel data on its own.
Experimental setup
NMT model For all experiments, we use a single-layer LSTM encoder-decoder model 6 (Cho et al., 2015) with an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) . We train the model on the subword level (Sennrich et al., 2015) , capping the vocabulary size to 50k. We re-learn the subword rules separately for each dataset, and train all models until convergence using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), 20 epochs on average. After training, we use beam search with a beam of 5 to generate all final outputs.
Evaluation metrics We report a diverse range of automatic metrics and statistics. SARI (Xu et al., 2016) is a recently proposed metric for text sim-plification which correlates well with simplicity in the output. SARI takes into account the total number of changes (additions, deletions) of the input when scoring the model outputs. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) is a precision-based metric for machine translation commonly used in research on text simplification (Xu et al., 2016; Štajner and Nisioi, 2018) and style transfer (Shen et al., 2017) . Recent work has indicated that BLEU is not suitable for assessment of simplicity (Sulem et al., 2018) , it correlates better with meaning preservation and grammatically, in particular when using multiple references. We also report the average Levenshtein distance (LD) from the model outputs to the input (LD src ) or the target reference (LD tgt ). On simplification tasks, LD correlates well with meaning preservation and grammaticallity (Sulem et al., 2018) , complementing the BLEU metric.
Extracting pseudo-parallel data We use LHA with Sent2Vec (Section 3) to extract pseudoparallel sentence pairs for the two tasks (statistics of the datasets we use for alignment are in Table  3 ). To ensure some degree of lexical similarity, we exclude pairs whose string overlap (defined in Section 3.3) is below 0.4, and pairs in which the target sentence is more than 1.5 times longer than the source sentence. We use K = 5 in all of our alignment experiments, with the majority of the examples extracted containing a single sentence, and 15-20% of the source examples and 5-10% of the target examples containing multiple sentences (see Table 4 for additional statistics). Most multisentence examples contain two sentences, while 0.5-1% contain 3 to 5 sentences. Examples of pairs that were extracted are in Table 7 in the supplementary material. Parallel data As a parallel baseline dataset, we use an existing dataset from (Hwang et al., 2015) . The dataset consists of 282K sentence pairs obtained after aligning the parallel articles from Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia. This dataset allows us to compare our results to previous work on data-driven text simplification. We use two versions of the dataset in our experiments: full contains all 282K pairs, while partial contains 71K pairs, or 25% of the full dataset.
Evaluation data We evaluate our simplification models on the testing dataset from (Xu et al., 2016) , which consists of 358 sentence pairs from the normal and simple Wikipedia. In addition to the ground truth Simple Wikipedia simplifications, each input sentence comes with 8 additional references, manually simplified by Amazon Meachanical Turkers. We compute BLEU and SARI on the 8 manual references.
Pseudo-parallel data We align two dataset pairs, obtaining pseudo-parallel sentence pairs for text simplification. First, we align the normal Wikipedia to the Simple Wikipedia (see Tables 3 and 4 ), using θ d = 0.5 and θ s = {0.72, 0.65}, producing two datasets: wiki-simp-72 and wiki-simp-65. Because LHA has no access to document-level information in this dataset, alignment leads to new sentence pairs, some of which may be distinct from the pairs present in the existing parallel dataset. We monitor for and exclude pairs that overlap with the testing dataset. Second, we align Wikipedia to the Gigaword news article corpus (Napoles et al., 2012) , using θ d = 0.5 and θ s = {0.74, 0.7}, resulting in two additional pseudo-parallel datasets: wiki-news-74 and wiki-news-70. With these datasets, we investigate whether pseudo-parallel data extracted from a different domain can be beneficial for text simplification. Randomly sampled pairs We also experiment with adding random sentence pairs to the parallel dataset (rand-sm, rand-med and rand-big datasets). The random pairs are sampled pairwise from the Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia.
With the random data, we aim to investigate how model performance changes as we add an increasing number of sentence pairs that are non-parallel but are still representative of the two dataset styles.
Style transfer from scientific papers to press releases
We also test LHA on the novel task of style transfer from scientific journal articles to press releases. This task is well-suited for our system, as there are many open access scientific repositories with millions of articles freely available.
Evaluation dataset We download press releases from the EurekAlert 7 aggregator and identify the digital object identifyer (DOI) in the text of each press release using regular expressions. Given the DOIs, we query the full text of a paper using the Elsevier ScienceDirect API 8 . Using this approach, we were able to compose 26k parallel pairs of papers and their press releases. We then applied our sentence aligner with Sent2Vec (Section 2.2) to extract 11k parallel sentence pairs, which we used in the evaluation. Pseudo-parallel data We used LHA with Sent2Vec and K = 5 to create pseudo-parallel pairs for training. EurekAlert contains 350k additional press releases, for which we were unable to retrieve the full text of a paper. We aligned EurekAlert to two large repositories of scientific papers: PubMed 9 , which contains the full text of 1.5M open access papers, and Medline 10 , which contains over 17M scientific abstracts. After alignment using θ d = 0.6 and θ s = 0.74, we extracted 80k pseudo-parallel pairs in total (paper-press-74 dataset). We additionally aligned PubMed and Medline to all Wikipedia articles using θ d = 0.6 and θ s = 0.78, obtaining out-of-domain pairs for this task (paper-wiki-78 dataset).
Results

Text simplification
The simplification results in Table 5 are organized in several sections, according to the type of dataset used for training. We report the results of the top two beam search hypotheses produced by our models, considering that the second hypothesis often generates simpler outputs (Štajner and Nisioi, 2018 In Table 5 , input is copying the Wikipedia input sentences, without making any changes. reference reports the score of the original Wikipedia references with respect to the other 8 references available for this dataset. SBMT is a statistical machine translation model from (Xu et al., 2016) , which optimizes the SARI metric directly. NTS is the previously best reported result on text simplification using neural sequence models (Štajner and Nisioi, 2018) . our-baseline is our parallel LSTM baseline.
The models trained on a mixture of parallel and pseudo-parallel data generate longer outputs on average, and their output is more similar to the input, as well as to the original Simple Wikipedia reference, in terms of the LD. Adding pseudo-parallel data consistently yields BLEU improvements on both Beam hypotheses: over the NTS system, as well as over our baselines trained solely on parallel data. In terms of SARI, the scores remain either similar or slightly better than the baselines, indicating that simplicity in the output is preserved. The second Beam hypothesis obtains higher SARI scores than the first one, in agreement with (Štajner and Nisioi, 2018) . Interestingly, adding out-of-domain pseudo-parallel news data (wiki-news-* datasets) results in an increase in BLEU despite the change in style of the target sequence. Larger pseudo-parallel datasets can lead to bigger improvements, however noisy data can result in a decrease in performance, motivating careful data selection. In our parallel and random set-up, we find that an increasing number of random pairs added to the parallel data progressively degrades model performance. However, those models still manage to perform surprisingly well, even when over half of the pairs in the dataset have nothing in common. Thus, neural machine translation can successfully learn target transformations despite substantial data corruption, demonstrating robustness to noisy or non-parallel data for certain tasks.
When training solely on pseudo-parallel data, we observe lower performance on average in comparison to the parallel models. However, the results are encouraging, demonstrating the potential of our approach in tasks for which there is no parallel data available. As expected, the outof-domain news data is less suitable for simplification than the in-domain data, because of the change in output style of the former. Results are best when mixing all pseudo-parallel pairs into a single dataset (pseudo-all). Having access to a small amount of in-domain pseudo-parallel data, in addition to out-of-domain pairs, seems to be very beneficial to the success of this approach. In Table 8 in the supplementary material, we report example model outputs.
Style transfer from papers to press releases
Our results on the press release task are summarized in Table 6 , where input is the score obtained from copying the input sentences, and reference is the score of the original press release references. In addition to the previously described automatic measures, we also report the classification prediction of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) sentence classifier (Kim, 2014) (Cl) trained to distinguish between the two target styles in this task: papers vs. press releases.
To obtain training data for the classifier, we ran-domly sample 1 million sentences each from the PubMed and EurekAlert datasets. The CNN model achieves 94% classification accuracy on a held-out set. With the classifier, we aim to investigate to what extent the overall style of the press releases is captured by the model outputs.
All of our models outperform the input in terms of SARI and produce outputs that are closer to the target style, according to the classifier. The in-domain paper-press dataset performs worse than the out-of-domain paper-wiki dataset, most likely because of the larger size of the latter. paper-wiki generates longer outputs on average than reference, which may be a source of lower classification score. The best performance is achieved by the combined dataset, which also produces outputs that are the closest to input and reference, in terms of LD. Example outputs for this task are reported in Table 9 in the supplementary material.
Conclusion
We developed a hierarchical method for extracting pseudo-parallel sentence pairs from two monolingual comparable corpora composed of different writing styles. We evaluated the performance of our method on automatic alignment benchmarks and on two author style transfer tasks. We find improvements arising from adding pseudo-parallel sentence pairs to existing parallel datasets, as well as promising results when using the pseudoparallel data on its own.
Our results demonstrate that careful engineering of pseudo-parallel datasets can be a successful approach for improving existing monolingual textto-text rewriting tasks, as well as for tackling novel tasks. The pseudo-parallel data could also be a useful resource for dataset inspection and analysis. Future work could focus on improvements of our system, such as refined approaches to sentence pairing. 
A Supplementary material
Dataset
Source Target wiki-simp-65
The dish is often served shredded with a dressing of oil, soy sauce, vinegar and sugar, or as a salad with vegetables.
They are often eaten in a kind of salad, with soy sauce or vinegar.
wiki-simp-65
The standard does not define bit rates for transmission, except that it says it is intended for bit rates lower than 20,000 bits per second.
These speeds are raw bit rates (in Million bits per second).
wiki-simp-65 In Etruscan mythology, Laran was the god of war. However, among his attributes is his responsibility to maintain peace. Laran's consort was Turan, goddess of love and fertility, who was equated with the Latin Venus. Laran was the Etruscan equivalent of the Greek Ares and the Roman Mars.
"'Laran"' is the god of war and bloodlust in Etruscan mythology. He was the lover of Turan, goddess of love, beauty and fertility; Laran himself was the Etruscan equivalent of the Greek god Ares (Mars in Roman mythology).
wiki-simp-65 However, Jimmy Wales, Wikipedia's cofounder, denied that this was a crisis or that Wikipedia was running out of admins, saying, "The number of admins has been stable for about two years, there's really nothing going on."
But the co-founder Wikipedia, Jimmy Wales, did not believe that this was a crisis. He also did not believe Wikipedia was running out of admins.
wiki-news-74 Prior to World War II, Japan's industrialized economy was dominated by four major zaibatsu: Mitsubishi, Sumitomo, Yasuda and Mitsui.
Until Japan 's defeat in World War II , the economy was dominated by four conglomerates , known as " zaibatsu " in Japanese . These were the Mitsui , Mitsubishi , Sumitomo and Yasuda groups . wiki-news-74
Thailand's coup leaders Thursday banned political parties from holding meetings or from conducting any other activities, according to a statement read on national television. "Political gatherings of more than five people have already been banned, but political activities can resume when normalcy is restored," the statement said.
" In order to maintain law and order , meetings of political parties and conducting of other political activities are banned , " the council said in its televised statement . " Political activities can resume when normalcy is restored , " it said .
paper-press-74 Such studies have suggested that some pterosaurs may have fed like modern-day skimmers, a rarified group of shorebirds, belonging to the genera Rynchops, that fly along the surface of still bodies of water scooping up small fish and crustaceans with their submerged lower jaw.
Previous studies have suggested that some pterosaurs may have fed like modern-day 'skimmers', a rare group of shorebirds, belonging to the Rynchops group. These sea-birds fly along the surface of lakes and estuaries scooping up small fish and crustaceans with their submerged lower jaw. paper-press-74 Obsessions are defined as recurrent, persistent, and intrusive thoughts, images, or urges that cause marked anxiety, and compulsions are defined as repetitive behaviors or mental acts that the patient feels compelled to perform to reduce the obsession-related anxiety [26] .
Obsessions are recurrent and persistent thoughts, impulses, or images that are unwanted and cause marked anxiety or distress.
paper-wiki-78 Then height and weight were used to calculate body mass index (kg/m2) as a general measure of weight status.
Body mass index is a mathematical combination of height and weight that is an indicator of nutritional status. paper-wiki-78
Men were far more likely to be overweight (21.7%, 21.3-22.1%) or obese (22.4%, 22.0-22.9%) than women (9.5% and 9.9%, respectively), while women were more likely to be underweight (21.3%, 20.9-21.7%) than men (5.9%, 5.6-6.1%).
A 2008 report stated that 28.6% of men and 20.6% of women in Japan were considered to be obese. Men were more likely to be overweight (67.7%) and obese (25.5%) than women (30.9% and 23.4% respectively).
